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Shoulder joint-related
motor cortex cells show continuously
graded changes
in activity, centered
on a preferred
movement direction,
during active arm movements
in 8 directions
away from a central starting position (Georgopoulos
et al.,
1982). We demonstrate
here that many of these cells show
similar large continuously
graded changes in discharge when
the monkey compensates
for inertial loads which pull the
arm in 8 different
directions.
These load-dependent
discharge variations
are typically unimodal,
centered
on one
load direction
called the cell’s load axis, and are often sufficiently continuous,
symmetric, and broad as to show a good
fit to a sinusoidal
curve. A vectorial
representation
of cell
activity indicates that the pattern of load-dependent
activity
changes in the population
forms a signal whose direction is
appropriate
to compensate
for the loads.
The responses
of single cells to different combinations
of
movement
and load direction
are often complex. Nevertheless, the mean activity of the sample population
under any
condition
of movement
direction
and load direction
can be
described
reasonably
well by a simple linear summation
of
the movement-related
discharge
without any loads, and the
change in tonic activity of the population
caused by the load,
measured
prior to movement.
The strength of the load-dependent
discharge
variation
differs among cells. Cells can be sorted into 2 phasic and 2
tonic groups that show differing degrees
of sensitivity
to
loads. In particular,
it was found that the greater the degree
of cell discharge
variation associated
with different actively
maintained
limb postures,
the greater the activity changes
caused by loads. No similar correlation
was found for the
degree of discharge
variation during movement.
Preliminary
evidence suggests that phasic and tonic cell groups may be
spatially segregated
in the motor cortex. These observations
are consistent
with the idea that there exists in the motor
cortex activity encoding
aspects of movement
kinematics,
as well as movement
dynamics.
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These observations
are in agreement
with studies of more
distal arm joints, showing that the activity of certain motor
cortex cells varies with the patterns of muscle activity and
output forces required to produce
a movement.
These experiments
extend the description
of the control of the direction of movement
of a multiple degree-of-freedom
joint into
the spatial (direction)
domain to a greater extent than previously achieved.

One important parameterof movement is its direction. Primates
are capable of making a vast range of reaching movements toward targets in different spatial locations. Yet the largemajority
of neurophysiologicalstudiesof motor cortex function have used
tasks constrained to one dimension, opposite directions of
movement of a singlejoint (Evarts, 1968, 1969; Thach, 1978;
Cheney and Fetz, 1980; Evarts et al., 1983; Fromm, 1983a,b).
Observations from theseexperiments might be sufficient to explain the control of movement at a simple hingejoint, but they
are inadequatefor multiple degree-of-freedomjoints suchasthe
wrist and shoulder.To make more generalstatementsabout the
control of normal movement by the motor cortex, tasks must
be usedthat involve movements of multiple degree-of-freedom
joints in 2 or more dimensions. Furthermore, most previous
studieshave usedmovements of distal joints. Differences may
exist in the neural control mechanismsfor proximal and distal
arm movements(Phillips and Porter, 1964; Clough et al., 1968;
Lawrenceand Kuypers, 1968a,b; Kuypers and Brinkman, 1970;
Humphrey, 1979; Lemon, 1979). This study is part of an ongoing investigation of the cortical control of the shoulderjoint
during whole-arm reaching movements.
A previous report demonstratedthat the direction of radially
dispersedwhole-arm movements away from a central starting
position was encodedin the activity of shoulder-relatedmotor
cortex neuronsasa broadly tuned pattern of discharge,centered
on one particular preferred direction (Georgopouloset al., 1982).
Different cellshad different preferred directions. The directional
tuning of many cells was sufficiently broad, continuous, and
symmetric as to show a good fit to a sinusoidalcurve. Qualitatively similar observationswere made for cell dischargewhile
the monkey actively maintained 9 different arm postures(Georgopoulos et al., 1984a). This broad symmetric tuning implies
that eachcell contributes a signalwhosestrengthis continuously
graded with movement direction, to the motor command for a
broad range of movements or postures.It further implies that
the information unambiguouslyencodingthe intended direction
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of movement resides in the pattern of discharge of the population of active neurons (Georgopoulos et al., 1982, 1983, 1986,
1988).
Evarts (1968, 1969) was the first to study directly whether
motor cortex cell activity was related primarily to movement
dynamics (i.e., direction and level of forces or torques, etc.) or
to movement kinematics (i.e., direction of movement, velocity,
etc.). Many subsequent studies of one-dimensional movements
have confirmed his observation that the discharge of many motor cortex cells varies with the level of muscle contractile activity, output force or torque, and their temporal derivatives (Humphrey et al., 1970; Humphrey, 1972; Smith et al., 1975; Conrad
et al., 1977; Hepp-Reymond et al., 1978; Thach, 1978; Cheney
and Fetz, 1980; Hoffman and Luschei, 1980; Evarts et al., 1983;
Fromm, 1983a, b).
The data obtained from the 2-dimensional reaching study of
Georgopoulos et al. (1982) did not permit a conclusion as to
whether the broadly tuned pattern of movement-related activity
of proximal-arm cells was signaling changes in the direction and
level of forces, the direction of movement per se, or some combination. However, the contractile activity of shoulder muscles
showed similar broad directional tuning (Georgopoulos et al.,
1984a, b). It was proposed that the cortical activity could be
converted to movement direction-related variations in the level
of torque exerted across the shoulder joint at a particular angle
determined by the muscle or muscles whose contractile activity
is influenced by that cell (Georgopoulos et al., 1983). This angle
of torque causes the limb to move along a path corresponding
to the cell’s preferred direction. The differing preferred directions of different cells would therefore reflect the control of
muscle activity exerted across the joint at an angle unique to
each cell. The variation of cell activity with movement direction
suggests that each cell contributes to the control of movement
direction by continually varying the level of muscle contractile
activity as a function of the difference between the angle of
torque of the cell’s peripheral “muscle field” and the net angle
of torque required to produce the desired movement. The total
torque output required to produce the movement results from
the vectorial summation of all the single-cell outputs across the
shoulder joint (Georgopoulos et al., 1983).
This hypothesis can be tested by applying loads to the arm
in different directions. This causes changes in the level and
direction of the net torque output required to make the same
movements. Motor cortical neurons should demonstrate continuously graded changes in activity while the monkey compensates for different directions of load. The present experiments were designed to test this prediction.
Although this interpretation has been expressed in terms of
the control of a specific parameter of movement dynamics, output torque, it is still not certain what specific aspects of movement dynamics, movement kinematics, or muscle contractile
activity are controlled by the motor system (Polit and Bizzi,
1979; Stein, 1982; Hogan, 1984, 1985, 1988; Hollerbach and
Atkeson, 1987; Soechting and Terzuolo, 1988).
Some of the results of these experiments have been reported
previously in preliminary form (Hyde and Kalaska, 1984; Kalaska and Hyde, 1985; Kalaska et al., 1985, 1987).

Materials

and Methods

Tusk apparatus.
Monkeys were trained to make visually guided arm
movements in 2 dimensions between targets on a target board identical
to one used in previous studies (Fig. 1; Georgopoulos et al., 1982;
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Experimental apparatus used in this study.

Kalaska et al., 1983). It contained 9 LEDs, one at the center and 8
arranged equidistantly on the circumference of a circle of 8 cm radius.
However, several important modifications have been made to the
apparatus (Fig. 1). The target board is horizontal, rather than inclined
15” toward the monkey. The manipulandum has beenchangedto a 1-mlong pendulum that is suspended over the target board and can be moved
freely above it in 2 dimensions. The X-Y position of the manipulandum
is measured to 0.1 mm resolution 100 times/set by a sonic digitizer
(ScienceAccessories Corporation model G/P-3) whose energy source is
installed at the moving end of the pendulum. A PDP 1l/73 minicomputer controls the target sequence of each trial, monitors the monkey’s
performance, and digitizes and stores all data on-line.
A 1-m-long radial-arm and pulley are mounted above the upper end
of the maninulandum and can Divot 360” about its fulcrum uoint (Fig.
1). By means of this device, an inertial load can be apphed to’ the
manipulandum at a point % the distance from its fulcrum point. The
radial arm can be locked into 1 of 8 different positions, corresponding
to each of the 8 directions of movement. The load pulls the manipulandum away from the target board toward the pulley. For any given
position of the radial arm, the direction of the applied load remains
nearly constant wherever the manipulandum is held over the target
board, varying by a maximum of k 1S3”for movements directed toward
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Table 1. Number of penetrations from which data were collected for
this study, and the number of cells recorded in each animal
Monkey

Penetrations

Cells

1
2
3
4
5

33
16
10
37
10

77
35
16
95
39

1
i
/

II I I
those targets perpendicular to the direction of the applied load. The
monkey must exert a continuous counterforce to the handle to restore
the manipulandum over the target board in order to make the required
movements between the LEDs. In this way, the direction of the displacement trajectory of the arm is partly dissociated from the muscular
force or torque trajectory.
The inertial loads used are large enough to produce large changes in
EMG activity but small enough to be tolerated by the monkeys for
extended periods of time. For 3 monkeys, the effective static load was
0.8 1 N m (250 gm weight, 3: 1 mechanical advantage). For 2 large males,
the load was 1.14 N m (350 gm weight).
Tusk design. Two spatial parameters were controlled experimentally
in this task. The first was the direction of movement and the different
actively maintained arm postures prior to and after each movement.
The second was the direction of applied loads. The 2 parameters were
controlled in a “split-plot” design (Snedecor and Cochran, 1980).
The monkey began each trial by moving the manipulandum over the
central LED when it was illuminated. The monkev held its limb in this
posture for a variable period of time (mean, 2.0 se& range, 1.2-2.8 set).
At the end of this period, the central LED was extinguished and 1 of
the 8 target LEDs was illuminated at random. The monkey rapidly
moved the manipulandum over the new LED and held its arm in that
posture for a further 2 set before receiving a liquid reward. The 8
peripheral target LEDs were presented in a randomized-block
design
with 5 replications of each target, for a total of 40 trials.
During each block of 40 trials, the monkey performed the task while
encountering 1 of the 9 possible load conditions, either no load (control
block) or a load applied continuously in 1 of the 8 directions (load
block). A complete data set comprised 9 blocks of 40 trials each. The
“split-plot” design derives from the fact that the load-direction parameter was tested across blocks (“plots”), which were “split” into 40 trials
to permit the testing of the movement-direction parameter with replications within each block. A split-plot ANOVA was used to evaluate
changes in cell activity dependent on either spatial parameter (Snedecor
and Cochran, 1980).
One consequence of this split-plot design is that the load-direction
parameter is tested sequentially, without replication, over a period of
l-2 hr. As a result, any slow temporal variation in cell responsivity
across blocks would be statistically indistinguishable from activity changes
dependent on the load treatments. To minimize this problem, the following strategy was used. Once a cell was isolated and identified, it was
quickly tested with all 8 loads to obtain a qualitative estimate of its task
behavior. Blocks of data were then collected, starting with a control
block. Next, a load block was collected, followed by another load block
in the direction opposite to that of the first. These were followed by a
second pair of opposite loads in directions orthogonal to the first pair,
and so on. After every 2 or 4 load blocks, a control block was collected
to test the temporal stability of cell activity. The exact sequence of load
directions varied from cell to cell. The data for a cell were accepted if
there were no marked changes in the cell discharge during the repeated
control blocks. For analysis, only one of the control blocks was used,
usually the block collected after the first 4 load blocks.
Because of the large number of trials required to study one cell, it
was usually not possible to collect more than 1 or 2 data sets in each
daily recording session.
Data collection. Monkeys were trained until they performed the task
under all load conditions at 80-95% success rates. Monkeys were then
prepared for data collection by surgical implantation of a recording
cylinder over a trephine hole made in the skull overlying the proximal
arm representation ofthe motor cortex. The cylinder and a head restraint
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Figure 2. Example of data collected from a single trial. Top truce is
the velocity of movement (differential of X-Y position of pendulum).
Below it is a series of vertical lines representing the discharge of the cell
during the trial. To the left of the vertical dashed line, the monkey is
holding the pendulum over the central LED. At the vertical dashed line,
the target LED is illuminated. The monkey moves the handle to the
LED and holds it there. A recursive algorithm determines the onset
(BM) and end (EM) of movement. The trial is divided into 4 epochs:
center-hold time (CHT), reaction time (RT), movement time (MT),
and target-hold time (THT). Note that only the last part of the CHT
and first part of the THT are shown.

device were secured to the skull with neurosurgical screws and acrylic,
under aseptic conditions.
Standard recording techniques were used (Georgopoulos et al., 1982).
For a cell to be included in the data set, its activity had to vary significantly with the direction of movement in the task, and it had to be
related to movements of the shoulder joint or girdle. The normal search
procedure was to advance the electrode slowly while the monkey worked,
isolating cells that were active in the task. Each active neuron was then
tested to determine whether it was related to movements of the shoulder
joint or shoulder girdle. Three criteria were used. The first was that the
activity of the cell outside of the task was temporally related to movements of the whole arm and to movements of the shoulder joint/girdle
in isolation, but not to more distal joints. The second was evidence of
responses to passive shoulder movements or palpation of muscles of
the shoulder joint/girdle. The third was movement or signs of muscle
contractions in the shoulder joint/girdle region in response to lowthreshold microstimulation of the cortex through the recording electrode
at the site of the neuron under study. When the consensus of these 3
criteria was that the cell was related to movements of the shoulder joint/
girdle, it was then subjected to detailed quantitative study. The purpose
of this procedure was to produce a data sample that was as homogeneous
as possible, and comparable to that collected in previous studies (Georgopoulos et al., 1982; Kalaska et al., 1983).
Attempts were made to record cells from all cortical depths, but the
requirements of stable isolation over an extended period of time led to
a bias for neurons with large-amplitude spikes in intermediate depths
of the cortex.
Small electrolytic lesions (5-10 PA, 5 set) were made in selected
penetrations to mark the location of particular cells or to indicate the
trajectory of the penetration.
Records of EMG activity during the task were recorded from 3 monkeys. In 2 animals, muscles were implanted percutaneously with pairs
of Teflon-insulated 50 Nrn stainless steel wires. In the third monkey,
sets of chronically implanted 100 pm multistranded stainless steel wires
were used. Multiunit EMG activitv was amnlified. half-wave rectified.
and integrated (0.02 set time constant), and the EMG envelope digitized
on-line at 100 Hz. On a few occasions, single motor units were discriminable in the signal and were recorded like cells. The muscles studied
were the deltoids (3 heads), pectoralis (2 heads), latissimus dorsi, teres
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Figure 3. Surface maps of the precentral cortex of the left hemisphere of monkeys l-3 and the right hemisphere of monkeys 4 and 5, indicating
the location of penetrations from which data were collected for this study. AS, arcuate sulcus; C’S, central sulcus; A, anterior; M, medial.

major, infraspinatus, supraspinatus, subscapularis, triceps (3 heads),
bicens (2 heads), trauezius (2 heads). and rhomboids (2 heads).
Ai the end of the-experiment, the monkeys were anesthetized with
barbiturates and perfused with buffered saline and formalin. The motor
cortex was sectioned to permit localization of the marked penetrations.
Data analysis. Each trial was divided into 4 behavioral epochs (Fig.
2). The velocity of arm movement was calculated by differentiation of
the manipulandum X-Y position data. A simple recursive algorithm
determined the onset and end of each movement from the velocity
trace. Movement onset was defined as the first 10 msec interval during
which a significant increase in velocity was observed, provided that the
velocities of 3 of the 5 subsequent 10 msec intervals were also significantly above background. The 4 behavioral epochs were (1) Center Hold
Time (CHT) from the time the monkey positioned the manipulandum
over the central LED to the time the target LED appeared, (2) Reaction
Time (RT) from the appearance of the target LED to the onset of
movement; (3) Movement Time (MT) from the onset to the end of
movement; and (4) Target Hold Time (THT) from the end of the movement to the end of the trial. Data were analyzed for the 4 epochs individually and for the combination RT + MT.
The basic datum for analysis was the mean discharge rate of the cell
during each behavioral epoch or combination. By treating the cell discharge as a quasi-tonic signal, information is lost about details of the
complex temporal variation of discharge during any given epoch. However, it was chosen as the most conservative measure of cell activity,
showing less intertrial variability than other measures such as peak
instantaneous frequency. Analysis of data such as peak instantaneous
and median frequency showed qualitatively similar results.
The analysis of movement-dependent discharge variation of a cell

during each data block has been described in detail previously (Georgopoulos et al., 1982; Kalaska et al., 1983). Briefly, an analysis of variance (F test, p < 0.05) identified which cells showed a significant variation of discharge with the direction of movement. Each cell’s preferred
direction for movement (the center of its movement direction-dependent discharge pattern) was calculated using trigonometric moments
(Mardia, 1972). The Rayleigh test (p < 0.05; Mardia, 1972) identified
which cells showed a directional preference. This test is based on a
measure of the concentration of the pattern of cell discharge about the
preferred direction, and tests whether a cell shows a significant unimodal
discharge variation with movement direction, against the null hypothesis of a uniform (i.e., nondirectional) pattern of activity. Finally, a
regression of the mean discharge on a sinusoidal curve indicated those
cells whose movement direction-related variation was sufficiently continuous and broadly tuned to show a good fit (coefficient of determination R2 > 0.7) to a sinusoidal function of the form
y = b, + c,cos(e - epd),
where b, is the grand mean of the neural activity across all of the 8
directions of movement predicted by the best-fit movement-direction
sinusoid (and thus its offset from 0) and c, is the slope of the cosine
function (the half-wave amplitude of the sinusoid), 0 is the intended
direction of movement, and OPdis the cell’s preferred direction of movement.
The analysis of load direction-dependent discharge variation was essentially the same. The split-plot ANOVA identified those cells which
showed a significant variation in discharge with the direction of load
across data blocks. Each cell’s “load axis,” the center of its load direction-dependent discharge pattern, was calculated using trigonometric
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Table 2. Tests of the movement direction-dependent discharge
variation of shoulder movement-related cells in a 2-dimensional
reaching task
Test
F

RT

MT

THT

RT+MT

229
33
87.4

244
18
93.1

237
25
90.4

250
12
95.4

218
11
95.2

234
10
95.9

217
20
91.6

235
15
94.0

test

sig (p < 0.05)
non-sig
%
Rayleigh
sig (p < 0.05)
non-sig
%
Sinusoid
sig (I? > 0.07)
non-sig
%

165
53
75.7

177
57
75.6

173
44
79.7

191
44
81.3

moments of the variation of the grand mean discharge across load
blocks. The Rayleigh test identified those cells whose variation in discharge with load direction showed a significant unimodal deviation from
uniformity. Finally, a sinusoidal regression indicated those cells whose
load direction-dependent
discharge variation showed a good fit to a
sinusoidal function of the form
Y = bo + c,c&#J - Aa),
where b, is the grand mean of the best-fit load-direction sinusoid and
c, its half-wave amplitude, 4 is the direction of applied load, and $J,,is
the cell’s load axis.
Simple measures of the strength of movement direction- and load
direction-dependent
discharge variation are the movement-direction
range and the load-direction range. These are defined as the difference
between the strongest and weakest mean discharge observed among the
8 directions of movement or load, during a particular behavioral epoch.
These measures can be used to test whether there is a relation between
the intensity of discharge of a cell during movement, during postural
maintenance, and during load compensation. To study this quantitatively, while normalizing for the differing level of discharge among cells,
we devised 2 other useful measures of cell activity, the position/movement index and load/movement index. The position/movement index
is the log of the ratio of the movement-direction range recorded during
THT to that during RT, MT, or RT + MT, all recorded in the control
block. This gives a measure of the strength of the signal contributed by
a cell for active postural maintenance as a ratio of that for movement
in different directions. The load/movement index is the log of the ratio
of the load-direction range recorded during CHT in load blocks, and
the movement-direction
range durina RT. MT, or RT + MT in the
control block. This gives a measure of the strength of the signal contributed by a cell during load compensation before movement relative
to that for movement without external loads. The log of the ratio was
chosen to normalize the highly skewed distribution inherent in ratios.

Results
Data base
Usable data sets were
106 penetrations
in
adolescent monkeys
and 2 male Macaca

collected from 262 cells (Table l), during
the motor cortex of 5 hemispheres
in 5
(3 male Macaca fascicularis, 2.5-3.5 kg,
mulatta, 4.5-5.5 kg). These animals also

wereusedfor other studiesto be describedin subsequentarticles.
The majority of penetrationswere confined to the cortex in the
anterior bank of the central sulcus and at its crown (Fig. 3).
Only a few were made more than 3 mm rostra1to the sulcus.
The penetrations were also confined to the shoulder representation locatedmedialto the largedistal arm representation(Kwan
et al., 1978).

Data were collected from the contralateral cortex while monkeys l-3 used their right arm. Monkeys 4 and 5 usedtheir left
arm, and these results were normalized to the right arm by a
mirror-image inversion of the data about the 90”-270” axis.
Variation of cell discharge with movement direction
As describedpreviously (Georgopouloset al., 1982, 1983),many
cells related to shoulder movement were broadly tuned for
movement direction in the control blocks. Cell activity typically
varied in a continuously graded fashion with movement direction, centered on a preferred direction (Fig. 4). The distribution
of preferred directions of the data sample included the entire
range of movement

directions

away from tie central

start po-

sition (data not shown).
All 262 neurons showed a significant variation of activity
during at least one of either RT, MT, or THT, and frequently
during all 3 epochs (Table 2, F test, p < 0.05; a significant
variation was an a priori criterion to study the cell). For most
of these (91-95% in different epochs), the modulation varied
unimodally with direction (Table 2, Rayleigh test, p < 0.05).
Finally, 75-8 1% of the unimodally tuned cells showeda good
fit to a sinusoidin different epochs(R2 > 0.7). Cellsthat passed
the Rayleigh test but showedpoor regressionswere usually too
skewedor sharply tuned with movement direction to show a
good fit to a sinusoid.The few cells that failed the Rayleigh test
also generally had poor regressionfits since most showed a
bidirectional or erratic pattern of dischargewith movement direction during that behavioral epoch. Thus, the large majority
of shoulder-related cells showed significant unimodally tuned
activity changeswith movement direction, which was approximately sinusoidalfor a somewhatsmaller subsetof cells.
Variation of cell discharge with load direction
General description
The cell illustrated in Figure 4 had a preferred direction oriented
at 122” toward the upper-left quadrant, that is, for movements
of llexion, adduction, and inward rotation of the right shoulder
joint. A load directed at 3 15”, i.e., approximately opposite to
the cell’spreferred direction for movement, produced a marked
increasein its dischargein the task (Fig. 5A). The most striking
change from the control condition was a large increasein the
overall level of activity of the cell. For instance, the tonic rate
during CHT increasedfrom 8.4 imp/set in the control block to
32.4 imp/set, asindicated by the radius of the circle in the polar
plot of Figure 5A. The cell continued to show graded changes
in activity

with movement

direction,

superimposed

on the in-

creasedtonic rate. In contrast, a load at 135”, approximately
correspondingto the cell’spreferred direction, resultedin a sharp
reduction in cell dischargein the task, again most evident by
the reduction in CHT tonic rate to 0.5 imp/set (Fig. 5B).
The responsesof the cell under all 9 load conditions are summarized in Figure 6A. The dischargeof the cell in the control
block (Fig. 4) is representedby the polar plot at the center of
the figure. The remaining 8 polar plots illustrate the response
of the cell during the 8 load blocks, with the position of the
polar plot correspondingto the direction in which the handle
is pulled away from the center of the target panel by the load.
Thus, the “opposing” load of Figure 5A is at the lower right,
315”, and that of the “assisting” load at 135” at the upper left.
The loads produced large changesin cell activity that were con-
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Figure 4. Discharge pattern of a shoulder joint-related area 4 cell in the control block, displayed in raster (left) and polar-plot form (right). Eight
rasters illustrate cell activity during 5 trials to each of the 8 targets. Raster position corresponds to the direction of movement away from the center
LED. Data are oriented to the onset of movement (arrow below each raster). The heavy line to the left of the arrow in each raster line indicates
the time the target LED appeared, and the heavy line to the right of the arrow indicates the end of movement. Note that only the last part of the
CHT and the first part of the THT are shown. The radius of the circle in the polar plot corresponds to the grand mean of the tonic rate during
CHT for all 40 trials of the control block, while the length of each axis of the polar plot represents the mean discharge during the epoch RT +
MT, for 5 replications of the corresponding direction of movement. The cell shows continuously graded changes in activity with different directions
of movement, centered on movements to the upper left. The cell’s activity during the epoch RT + MT showed an excellent fit (I? = 0.94) to a
sinusoidal curve of the form y = 20.80 + 18.1 Scos(B - Q,), where Opdwas the cell’s preferred movement direction, 122”.

graded with the direction of the load. This load direction-dependent dischargevariation showed an excellent fit
to a sinusoid (coefficient of determination, R2 = 0.92498 for
different epochs), and was centered on one direction of load,
called the cell’s load axis (Fig. 6A, dot-dashed line). The load
axis was approximately opposite to the cell’s preferred movement direction (Fig. 6A, dashedline). Figure 6, B, C, emphasizes
the fundamental qualitative similarity of the cell’s relation to
movement direction (Fig. 6B) and to load direction (Fig. 6C).
Cell dischargetendsto vary asa cosinefunction of the difference
between the cell’s preferred direction and the intended movement direction (Fig. 6B), and as a cosine of the difference between its load axis and the direction of applied load (Fig. 6C).
For this particular cell, both spatial parametersalso produce
quantitatively similar activity changes.
Continuous gradation of dischargewith the direction of load
was seenfor many cells in the task. However, different cells
showedthis effect to varying degrees(Fig. 7). Many cells were
strongly affected by the direction of applied loads (Fig. 7A).
Others were somewhatmore moderately affected (Fig. 7B). Still
otherswere strongly related to movement direction but showed
weak changesin dischargeunder different load conditions (Fig.
7C). The differing load sensitivity of cells did not suggestthe
existenceof distinct cell types. Rather, there appearedto exist
a continuum of differing sensitivity, with the examplesin Figure
7 illustrative of cells at different points along this continuum.

tinuously

Quantitative analysis
The task wasdivided into epochsduring which the monkey held
its arm in different posturesover the LEDs (CHT and THT)
and epochsduring which the monkey initiated and executed a
movement between the LEDs (RT and MT).
While holding the pendulum over the central starting position
(CHT), 248/262
(94.7%) of the cells showedsignificant variations
in tonic dischargewhile the monkey compensatedfor loads in
different directions (Table 3, split-plot ANOVA, F test, p <
0.05). Ofthose 248 cells,the load direction-dependentdischarge
variation of 164 cells (66.1%) showed a significant unimodal
deviation from uniformity centered on a load axis (Table 3,
Rayleigh test). Finally, for the largemajority of theselatter cells
(156/;64,
95.10/o),the load direction-dependentdischargevariation
was sufficiently broad and continuous as to show a good fit to
a sinusoid (Table 3; Figs. 6; 7, A, B). It is interesting to note
that unlike the casefor movement direction, 41/84
(48.8%) of the
cellsthat failed the Rayleigh test for loadsneverthelessshowed
a good fit to a sinusoidfor load direction. In other words, 197/&8
(79.4%) of the cells with significant F tests for load direction
during CHT showedbroadly tuned, continuously gradedchanges
in tonic rate. This is comparableto the proportion of cellsshowing approximately sinusoidalvariations with movement direction (Table 2). However, for only 15%s,
(79.2%) of thesewasthe
load direction-dependent variation of sufficient amplitude to
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Figure 5. Effectof inertial loadsat 315”(A) and 135”(B) on the discharge
of the cellin Figure4.

representa significant unimodal deviation from a uniform distribution. This suggeststhat load direction tended to produce
smallerchangesin cell activity during CHT than did movement
direction in subsequentepochsof the trial.
Very similar resultswere observed for all subsequentbehavioral epochs in the trial (Table 3). The analysis presented in
Table 3 for RT, MT, THT, and RT + MT is basedon the load
direction-related variation of the grand mean of cell discharge
measuredacross all 8 directions of movement in each load
block. When a comparableanalysisis done for eachindividual

direction of movement, essentially the sameresults were obtained (data not shown).
The resultsof this experiment are summarizedschematically
in Figure 8, which illustrates the mean dischargeof our total
sampleof cells. This figure is a 3-dimensionalvisual representation of the ANOVA structure of this task, including 8 directions of movement relative to the preferred direction of each
cell plotted along one horizontal dimension and 8 load directions relative to the ioad axis plotted along the other horizontal
dimension. The isolated curve plotted to the right along the
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Figure 6. A, Polar-plotrepresentation
of the response
of the cellin Figures4 and 5 to all 8 directionsof load. Loadsproducelarge,continuously
gradedchanges
in celldischarge,
in particularin tonic rate.Thisloaddirection-dependent
variationshowsanexcellentfit (R2= 0.98)to a sinusoidal
curve of the form y = 22.97+ 17.48cos(+
- I#+,),where& isthe cell’sloadaxis,330”.Dashedline,preferredmovementdirectionin controlblock;
dot-dashed line, load axis.B, Variation of the meancell discharge
for differentdirectionsof movementrelativeto the preferreddirection,in the
functiony = 20.80+ 18.15cos(B
- e,,). C, Variation of the grandmeanof cell activity
control block. Dashed line, best-fitmovement-direction
averagedacrossall 8 directionsof movementin eachloadblock(i.e.,meanof the 8 axesof eachpolarplot), asa functionof the differencebetween
- @,,).
loaddirectionandthe cell’sloadaxis.Dashed line, best-fitload-directionfunctiony = 22.97+ 17.48cos(@

movement-direction dimension is the variation of mean cell
dischargefor different directions of movement during the control block, centeredon the preferred direction of eachcell. This
control movement-related curve representsthe activity of the
motor cortex population when the monkey movesthe limb and
pendulum without any external loads. This curve showsan excellent fit to a sinusoid(Table 4A). The horizontal dashedline
representsthe mean tonic rate (12.42 imp/set) of the sample
population during CHT in the control block. The isolatedcurve
to the left in the figure representsthe variation of the meantonic
dischargeof the samplepopulation recorded during CHT with
different directions of load, relative to the load axis of eachcell.
This CHT load-related curve representsthe tonic activity associated with load compensation while holding the arm over
the central LED. This curve also shows an excellent fit to a
sinusoidal function (Table 4B). It is not symmetric about the

Table 3. Tests of the load direction-dependent discharge variation of
shoulder movement-related cells in a two-dimensional reaching task

Test

CHT

RT

MT

THT

RT+MT

248

243

250

250

F test

sig(p < 0.05)
non-sig
%

Rayleigh
sig@ < 0.05)
non-sig
O/o

Sinusoid
sig(R* > 0.7)
non-sig
%

14

19

12

12

94.7

92.7

95.4

95.4

254
8
96.9

164

158

163

163

160

84
66.1

85
65.0

87
65.2

87
65.2

94
63.0

156

148
10

158

158

158

5
96.9

5
96.9

2
98.8

8
95.1

93.7
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Figure 7. Responses of 3 shoulder joint-related area 4 cells in the task to illustrate the range of load direction-dependent
activity changes seen in
the sample population. Display format the same as in Figure 6. A-C, Cell whose best-fit movement-direction function was y = 22.43 + 28.55cos(B
- Opd),(R2= 0.94) and whose best-fit load direction function was y = 22.64 + 23.32cos(& - 6,) (P = 0.97). D-F, Cell whose best-fit movementdirection function was y = 28.96 + 24.6Ocos(B - f&) (R2 = 0.89) and whose best-fit load direction function was y = 32.01 + 11.96cos($ - $,,)
(R* = 0.95). G-Z, Cell whose best-fit movement-direction function was y = 22.00 + 21.18cos(B - 0,) (R2 = 0.78) and whose best-fit load direction
function was y = 24.59 + 2.43cos(@ - &J,,)(R2 = 0.75).
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8. Schematic representation of the mean activity of the sample of 262 motor cortex cells in the task for all combinations of movement
direction and load direction (see text for explanation of format). The vertical axis represents cell discharge rate (imp/set). PD, preferred movement
direction of each cell; LA, load axis of each cell.

Figure

control CHT tonic rate, increasing from 12.42 imp/set to 20.83
imp/set at the load axis, but decreasing only to 7.42 imp/set
for assisting loads opposite to the load axis.
The curvilinear plane represents the mean activity of the population for all combinations of movement and load directions
recorded from the appearance of the target LED to the end of
the movement (RT + MT), centered on the preferred direction
and load axis of each cell. Each of the curves making up this
movement x load response plane shows an excellent fit to a
sinusoidal function (Table 4). Therefore, both experimentally
controlled spatial parameters, direction of movement and of
load, produce qualitatively similar continuously graded changes
in cell discharge in the motor cortex, when considering the behavior of individual cells (Table 3) and that of the summed
population activity (Table 4).
Vector representation of population activity
Figure 9 illustrates the distribution of directions of the load axes
of the cell sample relative to the preferred direction of each cell,

which has been arbitrarily rotated to the left in the figure. There
is a strong skew in the distribution such that the load axis tended
to be oriented in the direction opposite to the preferred direction, as is evident from the single-cell examples in Figures 6
and 7. There is also a considerable range in the distribution,
including a few cells that counterintuitively
showed increased
activity with assisting loads near their preferred direction. These
cells were exceptional, however, and had other distinguishing
properties, which will be described elsewhere.
We used a vector notation to represent the activity of single
cells during movement, in the control block (Fig. lOA). The
activity of each cell was represented by a vector oriented along
the axis of its preferred direction. The length of the vector was
determined by the change in discharge of the cell for each direction of movement, relative to the tonic rate during CHT.
This calculation was somewhat different to that used in a previous study (Georgopoulos et al., 1983, 1984b). If the cell increased its discharge for a given movement direction, the vector
was pointed in the same direction as the preferred direction. If
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Table 4. Tests of regression of mean population curves on a
sinusoidal function
Direction
of load

bo

Cl

A. Fit of variation of cell discharge across all directions of movement
(Fig. 8, thick curves), for each direction of load, to a sinusoidal
function of the form y = b, + c, cos (0 - 8,)
-180
15.24
9.24
0.956
-135”
17.12
10.84
0.958
-90”
21.84
12.65
0.967
-45”
27.19
13.34
0.979
LA
29.52
13.37
0.986
+ 45”
27.16
12.88
0.986
+ 90”
21.39
11.86
0.979
+315”
16.62
10.45
0.962

DIRECTION

No load

20.99

30
DIFFERENCE

60

90
BETWEEN

120
PD

AND

MLA

150

180

(DEG.)

Figure 9. Distribution of the orientation of the load axis of single cells
relative to their preferred movement direction, illustrated individually
(top) and as a frequency histogram (bottom). To produce the top half
of the figure, the preferred movement direction of each cell was rotated
to the left (heavy dashedarrow) and the direction of the load axis relative
to that arrow was plotted as a solid line. PD, preferred direction; MU,
load axis.

the cell decreasedits dischargefor a direction of movement, the
vector was pointed in the direction opposite to its preferred
direction. This analysis produces8 vector clusters,each representingthe movement-related activity of the samplepopulation
during one direction of movement (Fig. lOA). The position of
each vector cluster correspondsto the direction of movement
away from the center. The pattern of activity shifts with the
direction of movement, and the vector sum of this pattern of
activity is a vector (Fig. lOA, heavy arrows) that corresponds
well to the direction of movement.
We useda similar notation to determine whether the change
in activity causedby each load representsa signalof a direction
appropriate to compensatefor the loads (Fig. 10B). As before,
the activity of each cell was representedby a vector oriented
along the axis of its preferred direction measuredin the control
block. However, the length of the vector wasdetermined by the
changein dischargecausedby a load, relative to the activity in
the control block. The vector was pointed in the direction of
the preferred direction or opposite to it, dependingon whether
the load causedan increaseor reduction in activity. Each vector
cluster representsthe pattern of changein dischargeof the sample population causedby one direction of load, and the position
of the vector cluster correspondsto the direction in which the
load pulls the manipulandum away from the center of the target
panel (Fig. 10B). As was the case for movement, there was a
wide range in the behavior of cells during load compensation.
However, the vector clustersall tend to orient inward, and their
overall pattern shifts with load direction, sothat the vector sum
of eachclustertendsto point toward the center. Thus, the pattern

13.31

0.968
Coefficient
of determination

Direction
of movement

0

Coefficient
of determination

bo
Cl
B. Fit of variation of cell discharge across all directions of load (Fig. 8,
thin curves), for each direction of movement, to a sinusoidal function
of the form y = b0 + c, cos (I$ - &)
-180”
11.92
5.34
0.983
- 135”
14.15
5.81
0.991
-90”
20.43
7.41
0.997
-45”
30.56
8.53
0.998
PD
35.93
8.58
0.999
+ 45”
30.17
8.61
0.999
+ 90”
19.69
7.62
0.993
+135”
13.25
5.91
0.989
Center hold
13.78
7.04
0.990
QSee Materials

and Methods

for details.

of change of activity in the motor cortex causedby a load is
appropriate to compensatefor the external load.
Note, however, that the orientation of the vector sumis not
exactly opposite to the load direction in all cases,and so does
not always point directly toward the center. Furthermore, the
length of the vector sumvaries with the direction of load, being
substantially longer for those that pull the limb from side to
side and shorter for those loads that pull the limb toward or
away from the body.
Additivity of movement and load effects
As previously noted, the most striking changein activity caused
by loads was in the overall tonic level of cell discharge(Figs.
5-8), and the load-dependent changesin dischargewere observed acrossall epochswith fairly constant frequency (Table
3). One measureof the strength of the load effect is the loaddirection range, the difference in mean dischargebetween directions of load producing the strongestand weakestdischarge
in each epoch. The load-direction range calculated in different
epochstended to remain constant throughout the trial (Fig. 11).
Table 5 presentsa similar analysisfor the total population and
for the 4 monkeysfrom which largedata sampleswere collected.
All correlations were highly significant (JJ< 0.0 1,2-tailed t test).
The correlations were higher in 3 of the 4 individual monkeys
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RESPONSE:

LOAD-COMPENSATION

RT+PW

RESPONSE:

RT+MT

Figure 10. Vector representation of the behavior of the sample population during different directions of movement with no loads (A) and during
compensation for different directions of load (I?). The position of each cluster corresponds to the direction of movement away from the central
starting position (A) or to the direction in which the load pulls the pendulum away from the center of the target panel (II). The heavy arrows are
the vector sums of each vector cluster.

than for the pooled data sample.In all cases,the slope of the
relation wasnear 1.O.It is interestingto note that the correlation
was lower for the MT epoch when the limb was moving, than
for the RT and THT epochs,when the limb was stationary.
These observations suggestthat the inertial loads produced
approximately equal changesin cell discharge throughout all
epochsof the trial, starting with the tonic rate changesin CHT.
However, the lower correlations during MT indicate that the
load-related tonic activity changesobserved during CHT were
a poorer predictor of the load-related activity changesduring
MT than at any other time in the trial. Examples of different
types of effects are seenin Figure 12, which illustrates the dischargeof 4 different cells for movements at their preferred direction, when no load was applied to the handle (center histogram) for a load at its load axis (left) and for a load opposite
the load axis (right).
In Figure 12A is a cell whosetonic rate rangedbetween 1 and
33 imp/set under different load conditions, while its movementrelated response(the change in dischargecompared with the
tonic rate during CHT) remained nearly constant under all load
conditions. Consequently, its load-direction range remained
nearly constant acrossall epochs.Its activity appearedto be the
simplesummation of a movement-related dischargeand a loadrelated tonic rate, without any interaction between movement
and load-compensationprocesses.
Figure 12B illustrates a cell that showeda linear summation
of the load-dependenttonic activity and movement-related responsefor opposingloads but a large reduction in movementrelated responsefor assistingloads.The load-direction rangeof
this cell was greater during movement than during CHT.

Figure 12C illustrates a neuron that exhibited a saturation
effect. Its absolute discharge frequency during movement remained approximately constant under all load conditions, so
that the movement-related responsewasreducedfor loadsnear
the load axis, where tonic rateswere elevated, and increasedfor

R-

0.842

/

10

20
LOAD

30
DIRECTION

40
RANGE:

/

50
CHT

60

70

80

(SP,SEC)

Figure 11. Correlation between the size of the load direction-dependent discharge variation (load-direction range; see text) for cells during
the CHT and THT. The data cluster along the identity relation, indicating that the changes in discharge produced by the loads were of nearly
uniform magnitude throughout the trial.
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Figure 12. Discharge of 4 cells for movements at their preferred directions, under different load conditions. Data collected with opposing loads
near the load axis are at leff; data collected during control blocks, center; and cell responses to assisting loads opposite to the load axis, right.

assisting loads. As a result, its load-direction range was much

smaller during movement than during CHT.
Somewhatlesscommonly, cellsshowedlarge changesin their
movement-related responsebut relatively little variation in tonic activity under different load conditions (Fig. 120).
Many cells showed combinations

of these various effects. For

instance,the cell in Figure 7A showedevidence of saturation of
its movement-related responsefor loadsnear the load axis and
decreasesin movement-related responsefor loads opposite to
the load axis compared with that seenin the control block.
To measurethese interaction patterns more quantitatively,
we calculated the movement-related responseas the difference
between the absolute mean discharge recorded during RT +
MT for each movement direction, and the tonic rate observed
during CHT. One can then compare this responsefor similar
movement directions under different load conditions. Figure
13A showsthe distribution of the difference in the movementTable 5. Correlation of load-direction
that in all other epochs

range measured for CHT to

RT

MT

THT

RT+MT

Total sample

0.882

0.706

0.842

0.802

Monkey
Monkey
Monkey
Monkey

0.820
0.891
0.884
0.948

0.512
0.825
0.756
0.862

0.806
0.933
0.858
0.918

0.652
0.903
0.855
0.838

1
2
4
5

related responseat the preferred direction of each cell between
the control block and the load block nearestthe cell’sload axis.
A positive difference signifies that the movement-related responsewas greater with the opposingload than in the control
block, and a negative difference that it wasless.Although a wide
range of load-induced differencesis evident, the distribution is
normally distributed and centerednearzero (mean= - 1.3 imp/
set). This indicates that the mean movement-related response
of the total population for movementsat the preferred direction
remains approximately constant under the opposingload condition. This relation holds for all other directions of movement
for a load at the load axis (Fig. 13B). The control and load axis
curves are virtually identical and parallel one another, with an
offset approximately equal to the difference in mean tonic rate
of the population during CHT in the 2 data blocks. As a result,
the major effect of the opposingload on the population behavior
appearedto be an increasein mean tonic activity, while the
mean movement-related responsevarying about that elevated
baselineremained nearly constant.
If this relation held for all other load directions, then the
movement x load responseplane of Figure 8 would be the
simple summation of the control movement-related curve and
the variation of the CHT load-related curve about the control
CHT tonic rate. Alternatively, subtraction of the changein CHT
tonic rate causedby eachload from the movement-relatedcurves
under load should produce a seriesof curves identical to that
for the control movement-related curve. The result of such a
subtraction is seenin Figure 14. The movement-related curves
near the center of the plane, for loads near each cell’s load axis,
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Figure 13.
Effect of loads on activity during movement. A, The distribution of the difference in the movement-related response for movements
at the preferred direction (PO) between the control block and the data block nearest the load axis (MU). B, Mean absolute discharge rate of the
nonulation
for all movement directions with no load (heuvv curve). the load block nearest the load axis (diamonds),
and the load opposite the load
. .
axis (squares). PD, preferred direction; MU, load axis.

are virtually identical to that for the control curve (cf. Fig. 13B).
Deviations from simple additivity appear for loads opposite to
each cell’s load axis. This appears to occur because the variation
of the mean movement-related response of the population becomes smaller than expected compared with the control condition (Fig. 13B).
These findings can also be derived from Table 4A, where the
half-wave amplitude c, of the best-fit sinusoid for the movement-related curves of Figure 8 is approximately equal to that
of the control curve for loads near the load axis but less for
assisting loads opposite to the load axis.
Factors related to strength of load effect
There was a broad range in the strength of the effect of load
direction on cell discharge (Fig. 7). An important question relates to which properties of the neurons might determine whether a given cell makes a major contribution to the compensation
for loads in this task.
As in many previous studies, we observed that the cells could
be sorted into a small number of classes according to the temporal pattern of discharge during movement at their preferred
direction. We distinguished 2 general cell types, phasic and tonic. Phasic cells showed little or no posture-related change in
their tonic discharge rate over the different targets during THT,
compared with that during CHT. In contrast, tonic cells showed
large posture-related changes in tonic rate between CHT and
THT. These 2 types could be divided into 2 further classes (Fig.
15). Cells of the first class, phasic-RT cells (Fig. 154, 24 cells),
generated a strong phasic burst confined primarily to the RT
epoch and were relatively inactive during the rest of the trial.
The second class of neuron, phasic-MT, emitted a longer phasic
burst whose maximum frequency occurred during the MT epoch
and which continued until near the end of movement (Fig. 15B,
75 cells). Tonic cells (Fig. 15C, 57 cells) showed modulations
in tonic rate often beginning at or after the onset of movement
but modest or no phasic activity during RT or MT. Cells of the
fourth class, phasic-tonic cells, generated a brisk initial burst of
activity, again typically confined to the RT epoch, that was
terminated by a brief decrease or complete cessation of activity

and then followed by an increase in tonic activity that was
sustained throughout the THT period (Fig. 15D, 73 cells). The
temporal patterns of discharge of the sample population in reality formed a complex continuum. For instance, the phasic-RT
and phasic-MT cells were arbitrarily distinguished by the duration of their discharge and the time of its peak intensity relative to the onset of movement, but they may, in fact, represent
one functional class. Likewise, many phasic-MT cells showed
modest tonic activity changes associated with different movement end points, while many tonic cells showed a modest phasic
component peaking during MT (Fig. 15C). Furthermore, the

. .
‘.

Pod
10s

14. A test of the hypothesis that the behavior of the motor
cortex sample population under any condition of movement and load
direction can be predicted by the linear summation of the movementrelated discharge in the no-load condition, and the change in tonic
discharge during CHT caused by loads. It was calculated by subtracting
from the curvilinear plane of Figure 8, the difference between the CHT
tonic rate under loads, and the control tonic rate.
Figure
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Figure 15. Examplesof 4 differenttemporalpatternsof activity seenin shoulder-related
motor cortexcellsduringmovementsat their preferred
direction. Vertical dotted line andarrows: onsetof movement.

intensity of these various responsecomponents, and even the
temporal activity pattern of singlecellsoften varied with movement direction (cf. Fig. 4). Nevertheless,most of the cellscould
be assignedwith confidence to 1 of these 4 arbitrary classes
basedon the predominent characteristicsof their activity at the
preferred movement direction.
We repeatedthe analysis of Figure 8 for each of these 4 cell
classesfor each of the epochsRT, MT, and THT (Fig. 16). Cells
of the phasic-RT and phasic-MT classesshowedrelatively modest changesin both their tonic and movement-related activity
under different directions of load, while cells of the tonic and
phasic-tonic classesshowed substantially greater load-dependent changes.The phasic-tonic cells showedthe greatest load
sensitivity overall. Thesedifferencesamongthe cell classeswere
consistent acrossall epochsof the trial (Fig. 16). Note that the
cellsin Figures4-6 and 7A were phasic-tonic neurons, the cell
in Fig. 7B was tonic, and that in Fig. 7C was a phasic-MT
neuron.
The Rayleigh test indicated that x4 phasic-RT cells, ‘OA5
pha-

sic-MT cells, 41/57
tonic cells, and 704x
phasic-tonic cells showed
significant unimodal load-dependent activity changesduring
CHT. Thesedifferencesamong classesare highly significant (x2
test, p < 0.01). The phasic-tonic cells showedthe greatestproportion of cells with large activity changes,which was significantly different even from the tonic group (x2 test, p < 0.01).
The differences in proportions among classesremained relatively constant during the RT, MT, and RT + MT epochsfor
all cell types except the phasic-RT cells.The latter cellsexhibited
a modest increasein the proportion of cells that showed significant Rayleigh resultsduring RT &) and MT (‘I&).
Inspection of Figure 16 suggeststhat the sensitivity of each
cell classto loads was best related to the degreeof discharge
variation of the control movement-related curve during THT,
and not during either RT or MT. By analogy to the load-direction range,one can define the movement-direction rangeasthe
differencebetweenthe strongestand weakestdischargeobserved
for different directions of movement in the control block. The
correlation between the movement-direction and the load-di-

A. Phasic-RT

,
MT

6. Phasic-MT

C.

Tonic

D. Phasic-Tonic

,

/

I

I

I

Figure
16. Comparison of the mean response of cells with different temporal patterns of activity. Same display format as Figure 7. While all 4
types show equal degrees of movement direction-related variation at one time or another during the trial, the 2 phasic groups are less affected by
loads, on average.
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Figure 17. Correlations between movement direction-related and load direction-related discharge variations. A, Cells with large arm positionrelated activity changes tend to show large load direction-related changes in tonic discharge. B, Similar comparison, normalized for the movementdirection range observed during RT. Cells that are phasically activated in the task (small position/movement
index) show weaker load-related
effects than do cells that are more strongly related to postural maintenance.

ranges is weak for RT, MT, and RT + MT but good
for THT for both the total sampleand for each monkey (Fig.
17A; Table 6A). While all of thesecorrelations are statistically
significant for the total sample,only that for the THT is significant for each individual monkey and is sufficiently large to
account for a significant portion of the total variability of population behavior (coefficient of determination = 0.335 for the
total sample and 0.29-0.55 for individuals). Thus, cells that
show large variations in tonic rate related to different limb postures tend to show greater changesin tonic rate while compensating for loads in different directions.
One factor that is confounded in this analysisis the difference
in the overall frequency range of activity of different cells. A

rection

Table 6. Correlations between movement direction-related
direction-related discharge variations
RT

MT

THT

and load
RT+MT

A. Correlation between movement-direction
range in different epochs
and load-direction range measured during CHT
Total sample
0.233b
0.160b
0.58Ob
0.196b
Monkey
Monkey
Monkey
Monkey

1
2
4
5

0.323b
0.208
0.183
0.5396

-0.011
0.294
0.142
0.251

B. Correlation between the position/movement
movement index (see text)
Total sample
0.7176
0.60gb
Monkey
Monkey
Monkey
Monkey

1
2
4
5

0.762b
0.841*
0.682b
0.658b

ap < 0.05, bp < 0.01 (2-tailed t test).

0.651b
0.702b
0.58gb
0.68gb

0.5376
0.7446
0.578b
0.643b

0.081
0.270
0.163
0.348a

index and the load/
0.637*
0.676b
0.757b
0.598b
0.685b

cell having twice as large a movement-direction range during
any particular epoch compared with a secondcell of the same
responsetype may also show twice as large a load-dependent
changein activity. This factor contributed partly to the correlation in Figure 17A sincesimilar, but smaller,correlationswere
found when the analysis was repeated for each of the 4 cell
classesseparately (data not shown). To try to account for this
confounding factor, the following correction wasmade.One can
define a position/movement index as a measureof the relative
contribution of the cell to posture vs movement (seeMaterials
and Methods). One can likewise define a load/movement index
as a measureof the relative contribution of the cell to load
compensationversus movement. The correlation between the
position and load-compensationresponsesof cells is improved
considerablywhen normalized for the movement-direction range
of each cell in this way, especially that during the RT epoch
(Fig. 17B; Table 6B). Thus, cellswith smallposition/movement
indices, i.e., which made a relatively smaller contribution to
different posturesthan to different directions of movement when
no load wasattached to the arm, alsotended to play a relatively
smaller role in compensationfor the tonic inertial loads, compared with cells with large position/movement indices.
Another factor that showsa relation to strength of load effects
is microstimulation threshold. In 3 monkeys with sufficient microstimulation data, there was a negative relation between the
microstimulation threshold and the load/movement index of
each cell (Fig. 18A). Cells with larger load/movement indices
tended to be located at sitesat which thresholdswere lower than
for cells with small load/movement indices. In all cases,this
relation was significant (t test, p < O.Ol), but correlation coefficients were low (0.35-0.5). In parallel with the microstimulation results, we found that the tonic and phasic-tonic cells
were typically large-amplitude spikesrecorded at intermediate
depthsin the cortex (Fig. 18B). The phasiccell types were often
small-amplitude spikesrecorded outside of the large-cellzone.
However, at this point, the sampleof lesion sitesis too small
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Figure 18. A, Negative correlation between microstimulation

threshold and sensitivity to loads. Cells whose load-direction range during CHT
was large compared to their movement-direction range during RT (load/movement index > 0.0) tended to be located at sites of low microstimulation
threshold. B, Photomicrograph of a 30 pm frozen section of the motor cortex, indicating the site in lamina V near the junction of lamina VI (solid
arrow; 6 MA x 10 set lesion) at which a phasiotonic cell with a large load-direction range was recorded. The hollow arrow indicates a smaller
lesion marking the entry point of the electrode. CS, central sulcus. Scale bar, 1 mm.

to make any firm statementsas to the cytoarchitectonic distribution of different cell types.
EMG recordings
Electromyographic activity patterns of musclesof the shoulder
and shoulder girdle under these task conditions were qualitatively similar to those of motor cortex cells. Figure 19 shows
the behavior of the left posterior deltoid muscleof one monkey.
The muscleunderwent continuously graded changesin activity
with the direction of movement in the control block and continuously graded changesin activity with different directions of
load. Most other musclestested (acromiodeltoid, trapezius,
rhomboids, infraspinatus, subscapularis,teres major, triceps
longus, latissimusdorsi, pectoralis) also showedlarge tonic activity changeswith loads. Single motor units recorded in these
musclesshowed similar properties. The cleidodeltoid and supraspinatus muscleswere primarily phasic in the task. They
showedlarge load-dependentchangesin their movement-related activity but modest or no tonic activity changesassociated
with limb posture or loads. The 2 headsof the biceps and the
lateral and medial headsof the triceps were relatively inactive
under any conditions in this task.

v
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0
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Discussion
This study compared the effects of 2 spatial parameters,direction of movement and direction of applied loads, on the discharge of proximal arm-related motor cortex neurons during

Figure 19. Activity of the spinodeltoid muscle of the left arm, under
all conditions of movement and load. Note that this figure has not been
mirror-image transformed to the right arm, unlike cell data collected
with the left arm.
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whole-arm reaching movements. Four principal observations
were made. First, many neurons related to movements of the
shoulder joint and girdle showed similar continuously graded
changes in discharge as a function of the direction of both parameters. Second, the arm-movement and load-compensation
processes were spatially coupled, since each cell’s load axis was
approximately opposite its preferred movement direction. Third,
the discharge variations caused by these 2 spatial parameters
were approximately additive. This relation was most evident
for the summed activity of the sample population. Fourth, there
was a broad range in the degree of sensitivity of cells to loads.
This sensitivity was correlated with other cell properties, including the temporal pattern of discharge during movement, in
particular the range of discharge variation associated with active
maintenance of different arm postures, as well as the microstimulation threshold at the site of recording.
These findings on the cortical control of the shoulder joint in
a multiple degree-of-freedom task show a number of parallels
with previous studies using more limited ranges of movement
of distal joints (Evarts, 1968, 1969; Humphrey et al., 1970;
Humphrey, 1972; Smith et al., 1975; Conrad et al., 1977; HeppReymond et al., 1978; Thach, 1978; Cheney and Fetz, 1980;
Hoffman and Luschei, 1980; Evarts et al., 1983; Fromm, 1983a,
b). While there may exist differences in the neural systems controlling proximal and distal limb movements (Phillips and Porter, 1964; Clough et al., 1968; Lawrence and Kuypers, 1968a,
b; Kuypers and Brinkman, 1970; Humphrey, 1979; Lemon,
1979), there are also many similarities in the neural mechanisms
at the level of the motor cortex.
Variation of cell activity with direction
The variation of discharge with the direction of loads demonstrates that the activity of many shoulder-related cells parallels
changes in the torque trajectory required for the compensation
of loads in different directions, as originally described by Evarts
(1968, 1969). While their discharge covaries with output torques,
we do not mean to imply that these motor cortex cells are
specifically signaling the level of torque output per se. Exactly
what aspects of muscle activity are controlled by the CNS and
how this control function is encoded in motor cortex activity
have yet to be determined (Stein, 1982). We emphasize that we
will use “torque” here strictly as a convenient descriptive term
to imply this apparent relation to movement dynamics since it
is the final mechanical outcome of any process controlling movement dynamics.
A vector notation showed that the pattern of activity of the
population formed a signal appropriate to compensate for the
loads during the load blocks. This analysis suggests that the
activity of these neurons can be described in terms of a vectorial
signal related to movement dynamics, oriented at a particular
angle across the joint. Each cell makes a contribution, at its
particular angle across the joint, to the net torque required at
the shoulder to compensate for external loads over a broad range
of directions. The strength of this contribution to movement
dynamics is continuously graded as a function of the difference
between the spatial orientation of the cell’s torque output angle
and the direction of the required net torque vector. The required
net torque output results from the summation of all of the graded
single-cell vectorial contributions.
The orientation of each cell’s load axis and preferred direction
are coupled, tending to be in opposite directions. Cell activity

during movement in the unloaded condition shows continuously graded changes centered on the preferred direction, and
a vectorial notation shows that the pattern of activity of the
population in the control block corresponds to the direction of
movement. These similarities between arm-movement and loadcompensation relations are consistent with the idea that cell
activity during unloaded movements is likewise related to
movement dynamics, representing the signal required to overcome gravity and the internal loads imposed by the inertia of
the arm, and the viscoelastic properties of the muscles and joints.
Since the preferred directions of different cells are distributed
uniformly in both 2-dimensional (Georgopoulos et al., 1982)
and 3-dimensional tasks (Georgopoulos et al., 1986, 1988;
Schwartz et al., 1988), the direction of these single-cell output
vectors is presumably distributed uniformly in all directions
across the shoulder joint.
The vectorial representation of cell activity can be interpreted
in terms of muscle activity (see also Georgopoulos et al., 1983,
1988; Schwartz et al., 1988). Most of the muscles recorded in
the task showed directional properties for movements and loads
that were qualitatively similar to those of the cells. The qualitative similarity of the movement-direction
and load-direction
relations of many cells supports the hypothesis that they are
alternate expressions of the same function, the control of muscle
activity exerted across the shoulder joint at an angle that is
unique for each cell. The direction of a cell’s torque output
vector may therefore be determined by the muscle(s) to which
the activity of the cell is correlated, and thus the angle across
the shoulder that the resultant muscular tension is exerted. This
angle determines both the preferred direction and load axis of
the cell.
Mussa-Ivaldi (1988) has done a theoretical analysis of how
the signal controlling the activity of a muscle would vary with
the direction of movement at the shoulder. This analysis predicted that the signal should vary sinusoidally, as we have observed. He noted that this prediction would hold irrespective
of what aspect of muscle activity is controlled by the signal. He
also noted that these continuously graded control signals would
result whether motor cortex cells controlled single or multiple
muscles.
Our experiment did not directly address this specific question,
and our results do not provide any conclusive evidence as to
which muscle(s) the activity of a given cell may be related.
However, anatomical (Shinoda et al., 198 1) and physiological
evidence (Asanuma et al., 1979; Fetz and Cheney, 1980; Buys
et al., 1986) indicates that a single cell related to distal-arm
movement can modulate the contractile activity of several muscles simultaneously. Given that the relative density of corticospinal terminations on spinal interneurons versus spinal motoneurons is greater for the proximal arm than for the distal
arm (Kuypers and Brinkman, 1970), it is even less probable
that proximal-arm cortical neurons are related to single muscles.
It is likely more appropriate to describe their behavior in terms
of a muscle field (Fetz and Cheney, 1980) or equivalent muscle
(Mussa-Ivaldi,
1988), that is, a functional unit comprised of
several muscles upon which the cell exerts a modulatory influence. The spatial orientation of the torque output vector controlled by a cell would depend on the relative weighting of the
cell’s influence on each muscle and the resultant vectorial summation of the single-muscle torques across the shoulder joint.
Therefore, unless the weighting for one muscle is substantially
greater than for that of the other muscles in its field, the single-
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cell vector would be at an arbitrary angle, not necessarily corresponding to that of any particular muscle. This is indirectly
corroborated by the observation that the distribution of preferred directions is rather uniform, without a tendency to cluster
about a fixed number of directions corresponding to the preferred directions of the various shoulder muscles. This suggests
that cells are signaling aspects of movement dynamics at arbitrary angles across the shoulder joint, which are converted to
appropriately weighted muscle activities by the distribution of
terminals in spinal interneuronal and motoneuronal pools.
This interpretation could be tested by defining the identity
and relative weighting of a cell’s target muscles, determining the
direction of torque output and resulting arm movement expected by their contraction, and then comparing this to the cell’s
preferred direction and load axis. Spike-triggered averaging (Fetz
and Cheney, 1980) is probably inadequate for determining a
cell’s muscle field in this situation since it is effective primarily
when monosynaptic corticomotoneuronal
connections exist.
Single-pulse microstimulation
(Cheney and Fetz, 1985) might
be more appropriate for shoulder-related cells. A sophisticated
understanding of the complex biomechanics of the skeletomuscular apparatus of the shoulder joint and girdle is also required
to translate the predicted pattern of activity of a cell’s muscle
field into patterns of torque and movements. This is required
to test whether the intensity of cell discharge better fits the
pattern of changes in torques, muscle contractile activity, or
other factors.
This discussion emphasizes the important role of the motor
cortex as a processor of spatiomotor information. Many motor
cortical neurons are evidently involved in the transformation
between the direction of movement and the direction and level
of output torques. For each cell, the mapping between the multidimensional spatial domain and the scalar torque output domain is approximated well by a simple cosine function of the
direction of each cell’s output torque vector relative to the net
required torque. An important further advance would be to
understand how this mapping function varies with the starting
posture of the arm (Georgopoulos et al., 1984a; Kettner et al.,
1988).
This study does not resolve how the CNS solves the inverse
dynamics problem (Hollerbach, 1982; Hogan, 1985, 1988), that
is, the calculation of the movement dynamics given knowledge
of the desired kinematics. Neither does it clarify whether motor
behavior is represented in the motor cortex in terms of endpoint trajectories (hand paths), end-point forces or torques, joint
trajectories or torques, neuromuscular mechanics, or other possible coordinate systems. Evidence that the CNS plans and represents multijoint movements in terms of most or all of these
alternatives has been obtained (Feldman, 1966; Polit and Bizzi,
1979; Bizzi et al., 1984; Hogan, 1984, 1985, 1988; Atkeson and
Hollerbach, 1985; Flash and Hogan, 1985; Soechting and Terzuolo, 1988). We have demonstrated that the patterns of discharge of cells related to shoulder joint movement obey fairly
simple relations when described in terms of movement direction
(hand paths), and many also show a corresponding relation to
load direction (end-point forces or torques). However, MussaIvaldi’s analysis (1988) shows that the transformation between
these coordinates and a coordinate framework based on muscle
contractile state variables or neuromuscular mechanics is also
a cosine function similar to that which we have observed.
A tacit assumption of this discussion is that all motor cortex
activity is related exclusively to movement dynamics or even
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to the specific control of muscle contractile activity. The validity
of this assumption will be examined further in a later section.
Additivity of movement- and load-related cell activity
We measured the activity associated with movement of the limb
and pendulum without external loads, as well as the changes in
discharge associated with compensation for loads prior to and
during movement. There was a strong correlation, with a slope
near 1.O, between the size of the external load-dependent variation observed during CHT for each cell and that in all subsequent epochs of the trial. This indicated that the inertial loads
caused changes in cell discharge of approximately constant intensity throughout all epochs of the trial. The major effect of
the loads, therefore, was to set an overall tonic level or “offset”
of activity, upon which was superimposed a nearly constant
movement-related signal. This was particularly true when considering the behavior of the sample population, where the activity associated with any combination of movement direction
and load direction was approximately the linear sum of the
movement-related activity without external loads and the change
in tonic rate prior to movement caused by the external loads.
There remained only a small load-dependent variation in activity during movement (Fig. 14) which was not accounted for
by this simple relation.
A biomechanical analysis done by Atkeson and Hollerbach
(1985) is relevant. They calculated the torques required at each
joint to move an arm with a load held in its hand, a situation
analogous to that in our task. They demonstrated that the net
torque at each joint was the sum of the torque required to move
the arm and its mass without the load and the torque required
to move the load at the end of a massless “phantom” arm. Each
of these torques can be divided into 2 components, one to maintain a posture and compensate for gravity and one to move the
mass of the limb or load at the desired velocity:
? = T arm + c% arm + r7 load + c*r7 load ,
gravity
drive
gravity
drive
where c is the velocity of movement, and r is a scaling factor,
in this case representing the mass of the load relative to that of
the arm plus pendulum. The additivity ofthe torque terms could
therefore account for the additivity of the cell responses. Different components of the neural activity seen in Figure 8 can
be associated with these terms. The tonic activity during CHT
in the control block accounts for the first term. The control
movement-related curve reflects the second term. The variation
in tonic rate during CHT under load reflects the effect of the
third term. The residual curvature of the movement x load
response plane after subtraction of the CHT load-related curve
(Fig. 14) presumably reflects the fourth term, the extra torque
required to move the load.
This residual curvature is small, indicating that the fourth
term is relatively small in this task situation, compared with
the other 3 terms. This is reasonable when one considers that
the weight represents a significant gravitational load of 2.43 or
3.42 N-m. This requires the monkey to exert 0.8 1 N-m or 1.14
N-m isometric output torque to compensate while holding at
the center, due to the 3: 1 mechanical advantage of the pendulum. However, the effective mass of the load (83.3 or 116.7 gm)
is small compared with that of the arm plus pendulum. Moreover, the mechanical advantage of the pendulum for application
of the acceleration torque required to displace the load is in-
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creased to 9: 1 since the distance the weight is displaced and its
peak velocity are only % of that of the hand at the distal end of
the pendulum. The monkeys typically achieved peak hand velocities of 0.3X1.4 m/set after 0.2 set, which require average
acceleration torques of less than 0.1-O. 15 N-m to displace the
weight. As a result, the drive term for the load is substantially
smaller than that to hold the weight against gravity or to move
the arm and pendulum without loads. Thus, much of the loadrelated behavior of our sample population may reflect the mechanical properties of the manipulandum.
Of course, relating the cell activity in Figures 8 and 14 to the
movement dynamics must be done with caution. In generating
those figures, each cell in the population was given a weighting
proportional to its discharge frequency. However, this may not
correspond to the relative size of the torque output that each
cell generates.
Another reason that these cell discharge frequency curves cannot be directly equated with the torques in the task is that the
force/discharge relation for many cells is sigmoidal, and so is
linear over only part of its range (Cheney and Fetz, 1980; Evarts
et al., 1983). At the extremes of this range, cell discharge tends
to asymptote at maximum and minimum frequencies that vary
from cell to cell. Evidence of this effect was seen in the activity
of many cells.
For instance, one common observation was a saturation of
activity at a maximum frequency when confronted with loads
near their load axis (Fig. 12C). Presumably, the movementrelated activity in the control block was already approaching
the maximum discharge rate for that cell. When the tonic discharge increase involved in the load compensation process shifted the overall activity of the cell nearer its saturation point on
the sigmoidal force/discharge curve, additivity of the load-compensation and movement processes could not be realized.
It was also common to observe cells showing a reduction in
movement-related response caused by “assisting” loads, opposite to the cell’s load axis, that was much greater than the
reduction in premovement tonic rate (Fig. 12B). In this situation, one can assume that the load shifted the cell’s tonic discharge rate to the lower asymptotic end of its force/discharge
curve. For linearity to be maintained, the tonic rate of the cell
would have had to have been driven below its inherent basal
tonic rate and would have had to have been a “negative” rate
for those cells whose tonic discharge was completely eliminated
by the assisting loads. This would explain why the CHT loadrelated curve was not symmetric about the control CHT tonic
rate, showing larger increases for opposing loads than decreases
for assisting loads. This would also contribute to the finding
that the movement direction-related discharge variation of the
population decreased under assisting loads (Fig. 13B). The performance of movements opposite to the preferred direction,
coupled with the presence of assisting loads, would both drive
the cells toward their minimal discharge rate, flattening out the
tails of the movement-related curve.
A related point is that our search procedure was biased toward
cells with directionally tuned activity during movement in the
no-load condition. These cells may be low-threshold neurons
that generate small output torques (Evarts et al., 1983). There
may exist cells with elevated torque thresholds (Hepp-Reymond
et al., 1978) which are relatively inactive in the no-load condition but which would become active and generate large torques
under the appropriate conditions of load and movement. Such

cells, however, are evidently rare (Cheney and Fetz, 1980; Fromm
and Evarts, 1981; Evarts et al., 1983).
Another complication arises from the inertial loads used in
the task. The movement velocities in the task were moderate
to fast (peak velocities, 200-400 mm/set; duration, 250-500
msec) but not maximal or “ballistic.” Nevertheless, there will
be some transient changes in the loading of the limb between
movements along the direction of load, which raise and lower
the weight against gravity, and those perpendicular to the direction of load, which do not raise or lower it.
The complex geometry and biomechanics of the limb are also
important potential sources of nonlinearities. The movements
involve large changes in shoulder angle, with concomitant
changes in muscle lengths, moment arms, and angles of line of
pull. The arm also has a non-uniform stiffness which varies with
arm posture (Mussa-Ivaldi et al., 1985). Certain features of cell
activity in the task, such as the findings that the load axis is not
always exactly opposite to the preferred direction and that the
load-related vector sums of cell activity are not always exactly
opposite the direction of load, may be explained by these biomechanical properties. This will be examined in detail in a
subsequent paper.
Sensitivity to loads
A major observation is that the motor cortex sample population
formed a continuum, from cells that were directional for movement and strongly influenced by loads to cells that were strongly
directional for movement yet relatively insensitive to loads. The
position ofa particular cell along this continuum appeared partly
dependent on the relative strength of its relation to movement
versus maintenance of different limb postures.
If it is assumed that all motor cortex activity encodes parameters of movement dynamics, then cells that did not show much
load sensitivity are presumably making a much greater contribution to the torques required to overcome the internal loads
presented by movement of the arm in the gravity field than to
the torques required to compensate for the experimentally imposed external loads. Several explanations could be proposed
to account for this.
The difference in cell properties may simply reflect a threshold
effect. Some cells may have torque output thresholds that are
sufficiently high that they are recruited only when the system
generates the torques required to move the arm. The torques
required to hold the limb in different postures or to compensate
for the loads are subthreshold, and so the cells appear to be
phasic and load-insensitive in the task. These cells would begin
to show load-related changes in tonic rate if load magnitude was
increased. Previous studies do not favor this possibility since
most cells show force/discharge sensitivity at low force levels,
and cells with high force thresholds are uncommon (Cheney and
Fetz, 1980; Evarts et al., 1983). For a couple of load-insensitive
cells, we applied a larger load (500 pm), but this did not radically
alter their behavior in the task.
Another possibility is that the cells with modest load-direction
sensitivity may be related functionally to shoulder muscle fields
that are coactive with the limb movements but do not contribute
to the tonic compensation for the inertial loads. Most shoulder
joint/girdle muscles showed large changes in tonic EMG activity
with limb posture and load direction, which does not support
this possibility. The cleidodeltoid and supraspinatus muscles
were mainly phasic in the task and showed relatively little tonic
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EMG activity related to posture or loads. They did, however,
show large changes in their phasic movement-related discharge
under different load conditions, which was not characteristic of
most cells with low load sensitivity. Nevertheless, this factor
cannot be discounted.
The assumption that all motor cortex activity signals movement dynamics may not be correct, however. An alternative
explanation is that the motor cortex generates signals about
movement kinematics, as well as dynamics. Furthermore, the
activity of any given cell could be a weighted combination of
both types of movement information, the degree of relative
weighting varying from cell to cell. Cells at the 2 extremes of
the load-sensitivity continuum could be regarded as functionally
distinct cell types, signaling primarily movement dynamics (Figs.
6, 7A) versus kinematics (Fig. 7c). Cells with large tonic discharge components related to different arm postures were more
likely to show large tonic rate changes with different loads than
were cells with a more strictly phasic relation to movement.
These different temporal patterns may therefore reflect differing
degrees of processing of information related to movement kinematics versus dynamics between phasic and tonic cell types.
Similar differences have been described previously between corticospinal and corticorubral cells (Fromm, 1983b).
Also consistent with this explanation is the preliminary evidence of some degree of spatial segregation of the phasic versus
tonic cell types. The tonic and phasic-tonic cells tended to be
concentrated in the intermediate and deep laminae of the cortex
in the anterior bank of the sulcus, where large-amplitude spikes
were recorded and microstimulation
thresholds were lowest
(Asanuma and Rosen, 1972; Kwan et al., 1978). The phasic cells
were usually outside of this zone, at sites of higher microstimulation thresholds. Cheney and Fetz (1980) made similar observations in a study of cells related to wrist movements, which
projected directly onto spinal motoneurons. These corticomotoneuronal (CM) cells showed tonic activity changes with different wrist postures and different external loads or output force
levels. In contrast, they found that some non-CM cells were
phasic and were encountered in cortical regions surrounding the
CM cells, not interspersed with them. They did not describe the
load sensitivity of these phasic non-CM cells. However, their
observations are consistent with ours of at least a partial segregation of cells with different temporal relations to movement.
What has yet to be determined is whether the different cell types
are concentrated in different zones or vertical columns within
the cortex or in different laminae of the same column. Either
possibility is tenable since microstimulation
threshold varies
with the distance from the central sulcus, as well as with lamina
(Kwan et al., 1978; Weinrich and Wise, 1982). This question is
currently under investigation.
The motor cortex contains several different cell populations
receiving from and projecting to different parts of the CNS
(Jones and Wise, 1977; Porter, 1982; Jones, 1986). There is no
a priori reason to assume that their functional relation to movement is identical. Laminar differences in neuronal response
properties is a principle of neocortical function that is already
well established in sensory areas (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968; Whitse1et al., 1972; Dow, 1974; Poggio and Fischer, 1977; Hyvarinen
et al., 1980; Sur et al., 1984). Likewise, it is possibly incorrect
to describe the function of all motor cortex cells in terms of
muscle activity, forces, torques, or other movement dynamics
parameters. This may be appropriate only for certain cells, such
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as the corticospinal population. Confirmation that cells in different laminae or projecting to different CNS targets have different relations to movement would have important consequences for our understanding of overall motor cortex function.
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